Grad Write-ups Due February 18, 2020

Hey, it’s that time of year again! Time to put in writing all of your positive memories that happened during your last year
of high school!
To ensure that the Argyle Yearbook is a document that all of our community can enjoy for years to come, guidelines are
provided below.
Please use the following guides when writing your grad write-up:
1. Do not use initials for friends’ names. You must write a friend’s name (no nicknames) if you want to mention them in
your write up. eg: Grad 2019 was the best. Special thanks go out to Rob, Amir and Iris.
2. You must write in sentences (not point form). Use proper English writing conventions. eg: do NOT write in all capital
letters.
3. Do not use abbreviations. Eg: LMAO! LOL.
4. You must use proper punctuation and put spaces between all words.
5. Please write in English. Other languages will only be accepted after a lengthy translation process to confirm the
content of the writing. Email your write-up before the deadline. Yearbook cannot guarantee that any language other
than English will appear properly in the book.
6. Do not make references to drugs, alcohol, sex, or rude comments about other people or schools. Eg: Saturday night
parties were dope! #blahblah (You are risking losing scholarship/grad banquet opportunities)
7. Do not write any coded messages. Do not use hashtags # or @ symbols, web addresses or social media usernames.
Anything Mrs. Bergler does not understand will likely not be put in the yearbook.
You have a limit of 140 characters, which include letters, numbers, spaces and punctuation.
The Yearbook staff reserves the right to edit or remove any write up or part of a write up that is deemed to be
inappropriate, unintelligible, contravening the above guidelines, lacking in the standards/quality that we strive to
maintain for our yearbook, or if there is not enough room for what you wrote.
The yearbook staff may make changes without prior consultation of the author of the write-up due to time constraints.

Baby Photo
If you intend to submit a baby photo to be placed beside your grad photo and write up, attach it to the email with your
write-up before the deadline. This should be a photo of you between the age of birth and 5 years old.
Emailing Good Copy Write-up
Use the textbox above to practice your write-up, then directly copy and paste it into an email addressed to
argyle.yb@sd44.ca with your full name in the subject. Eg: Hailey Jenner Grad Write-up
All grad write-ups will be posted outside the main office later in February for grads to check what has been submitted.
Politely speak to Mrs. Bergler and an administrator if your write up gets altered and you don’t understand why.

